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The Man
William shakespeare was born in stratford-upon-avon, 
Warwickshire, england, descended from tenant farm-
ers and landed gentry. His traditional birth date, april 
23, 1564, is conjectural. Baptism was on april 26, so 
april 23 is a good guess—and a tidy one, since that date 
is also st. George’s Day as well as the date of shake-
speare’s own death.

one of shakespeare’s grandfathers, richard shake-
speare of Snitterfield, rented land from the other, Robert 
arden of Wilmcote. shakespeare’s father, John, moved 
to nearby stratford-upon-avon, became a prosperous 
shop owner (dealing in leather goods) and municipal of-
ficeholder, and married his former landlord’s youngest 
daughter, mary arden. thus shakespeare—the third of 
eight children but the first to survive infancy—was born 
into a solidly middle-class family in a provincial market 
town.

During shakespeare’s infancy, his father was one of 
the town’s leading citizens. in 1557, John shakespeare 
had become a member of the town council and subse-
quently held such offices as constable, affeeror (a kind 
of assessor), and chamberlain (treasurer); in 1568, he be-
came bailiff (mayor) and justice of the peace. as the son 
of a municipal officer, the young Shakespeare was en-
titled to a free education in the town’s grammar school, 
which he probably entered around the age of seven. the 
school’s main subject was latin studies—grammar and 

readings drilled into the schoolboys year after year. the 
avon river, the surrounding farmlands, and the near-
by forest of arden offered plenty of opportunities for 
childhood adventures.

When shakespeare was a teenager, his family fell 
on hard times. His father stopped attending town coun-
cil meetings in 1577, and the family’s fortunes began 
to decline. matters were not improved in 1582 when 
shakespeare, at the age of eighteen, hastily married 
anne Hathaway, the twenty-six-year-old daughter of a 
farmer from the nearby village of shottery; she present-
ed him with a daughter, named susanna, approximately 
five months later. In 1585, the couple also became the 
parents of twins, Hamnet and Judith. as was then cus-
tomary, the young couple probably lived in his parents’ 
home, which must have seemed increasingly crowded.

the next mention of shakespeare is in 1592, when he 
was an actor and playwright in london. His actions dur-
ing the seven-year interim have been a matter of much 
curious speculation, including unproved stories of deer 
poaching, soldiering, and teaching. it may have taken 
him those seven years simply to break into and advance 
in the london theater. His early connections with the 
theater are unknown, although he was an actor before 
he became a playwright. He might have joined one of 
the touring companies that occasionally performed in 
stratford-upon-avon, or he might have gone directly 
to london to make his fortune, in either the theater or 
some other trade. shakespeare was a venturesome and 
able young man who had good reasons to travel—his 
confining family circumstances, tinged with just enough 
disgrace to qualify him to join the disreputable players. 
the theater was his escape to freedom; he therefore had 
strong motivation to succeed.

Life’s Work
the london theater, in shakespeare’s day, was com-
posed of companies of men and boys (women were 
not allowed on the renaissance english stage but were 
played by young men or boys). these actors performed 
in public playhouses roughly modeled on old innyards. 
the theaters were open to the air, had balconies sur-
rounding the pit and stage, and held from two to three 
thousand people. 

a group known as the university Wits—John lyly, 

Shakespeare’s birthplace, on Henley Street in Stratford-upon-
Avon, is now a museum that draws thousands of visitors annu-
ally. (library of congress)
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George Peele, thomas lodge, robert Greene, thom-
as Nashe, and christopher marlowe—dominated the 
drama. shakespeare learned his art by imitating these 
oxford and cambridge men, but for him they were a 
difficult group to join. They looked down on most actors 
and on those playwrights, such as thomas Kyd, who 
had not attended a university. shakespeare offended on 
both counts, and robert Greene expressed his resent-
ment in the posthumously published book Greene’s 
Groatsworth of Wit Bought with a Million of Repentance 
(1592), which included a famous warning to three fel-
low “gentlemen” playwrights:

     yes, trust them [the players] not: for there is 
an upstart crow, beautified with our feathers, that 
with his tiger’s heart wrapt in a player’s hide, 
supposes he is as well able to bombast out a blank 
verse as the best of you: and being an absolute 
Johannes factotum, is in his own conceit the only 
shake-scene in a country.

Greene’s literary executor, Henry chettle, later printed 
an apology for this slur on shakespeare, with its pun on 
his name and its parody of a line from Henry VI, Part 
III. upon meeting him. chettle found shakespeare’s 
“demeanor no less civil than he, excellent in the quality 
he professes. Besides, divers of worship have reported 
his uprightness of dealing, which argues his honesty, 
and his facetious grace in writing, that approves his art.”

actually, Greene’s judgment of shakespeare’s early 
work is more accurate. the early plays are far from 

excellent; they include some of the most slavish imi-
tations in renaissance english drama, as shakespeare 
tried his hand at the various popular modes. the inter-
minable three-part history play Henry VI (1589–1592), 
as Greene notes, makes bombastic attempts at mar-
lowe’s powerful blank verse. In The Comedy of Errors 
(c. 1592–1594), based on Plautus’ Menaechmi, and in 
the senecan tragedy Titus Andronicus (c. 1593–1594), 
shakespeare showed his ability to copy roman models 
down to the smallest detail, even if he did lack a uni-
versity degree. Apparently, he also lacked confidence in 
his own imagination and learned slowly. Richard III (c. 
1592–1593), however, showed promise in the malignant 
character of richard, while The Taming of the Shrew (c. 
1593–1594) offered its rambunctious love-fight.

Despite their imitative nature and many other faults, 
shakespeare’s early plays—notably the Henry vi 
plays—were popular onstage, but his greatest early 
popularity came from two long narrative poems, Venus 
and Adonis (1593) and The Rape of Lucrece (1594). 
shakespeare wrote these two poems during the two 
years that the plague closed down the london theaters. 
He dedicated the poems to a patron, the young Henry 
Wriothesley, third earl of southampton, who may have 
granted him a substantial monetary reward in return. 
in any event, when the theaters reopened in 1594 the 
acting companies were almost decimated financially, 
but shakespeare was in a position to buy or otherwise 
acquire a partnership in one of the newly reorganized 
companies, the lord chamberlain’s men. Henceforth, 
shakespeare earned money not only from the plays he 
had written or in which he acted but also from a share of 
the profits of every company performance. The financial 
arrangement seemed to inspire his creative efforts, for 
he set about writing the plays that made him famous, 
beginning with Romeo and Juliet (c. 1595–1596) and 
going on to the great history plays and comedies, in-
cluding Richard II (c. 1595–1596), the two-part Henry 
IV (c. 1597–1598), Henry V (c. 1598–1599), A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream (c. 1595–1596), The Merchant 
of Venice (c. 1596–1597), Much Ado About Nothing (c. 
1598–1599), As You Like It (c. 1599–1600), and Twelfth 
Night: Or, What You Will (c. 1600–1602).

at about the time shakespeare wrote Romeo and Ju-
liet and Richard II, he probably also began his great son-
net sequence, not published until 1609. the 154 sonnets, 
tracing a friendship with a young man, sometimes called 
the “fair youth,” and a romance with a “Dark lady,” 
raise the question of how shakespeare lived when he 

A mid-eighteenth century view of Stratford-upon-Avon show-
ing the town dominated by Trinity Church, where Shake-
speare is buried. (library of congress)
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was away from stratford, where his wife and children 
presumably remained. the young man might be a 
patron—perhaps southampton, though other names 
have also been proposed—and the Dark lady strictly 
imaginary, created to overturn the sonnets’ trite Pe-
trarchan conventions. other speculations favor a more 
personal interpretation, seeing an actual ménage à 
trois of the poet, the fair youth, and the Dark lady. 
all the questions raised by the sonnets remain open, 
and the only evidence about how shakespeare spent 
his spare time in london indicates that he sometimes 
frequented taverns (notably the mermaid) with his 
fellow playwrights and players.

evidence also indicates that he remained in close 
contact with stratford-upon-avon, to which he prob-
ably returned as frequently as possible. He used his 
earnings from the theater to install himself as the 
town’s leading citizen, buying New Place as a fam-
ily residence in 1597 and thereafter steadily amass-
ing other land and property. in 1596, his father John 
was granted a hereditary coat of arms (or his son 
may have purchased it for him) and thus became a 
gentleman, a status he had never achieved on his 
own. unfortunately, also in 1596, shakespeare suf-
fered a setback when his son, Hamnet, died at the age 
of eleven. shakespeare’s affection for his two remain-
ing children, susanna and Judith, may be reflected in 
the witty, saucy, but lovable heroines of his great com-
edies. shakespeare’s company in london prospered. in 
1599, it stopped renting theaters and built its own, the 
Globe, which increased company profits. The company 
was a favorite of the reigning monarchs, who paid well 

for special performances at court—first elizabeth i and 
then, after 1603, James i, who loved the theater even 
more and renamed shakespeare’s company the King’s 
men. the company also began performing most of the 
plays of Ben Jonson, who ranked second only to shake-
speare and who excelled at satiric comedy. shakespeare 
turned to tragedy, first writing Julius Caesar (c. 1599–
1600) and Hamlet, Prince of Denmark (c. 1600–1601) 

and then—one after another—Othello, the Moor of 
Venice (1604), King Lear (c. 1605–1606), macbeth 
(1606), and Antony and Cleopatra (c. 1606–1607).

yet even during this period—perhaps the high 
point in the history of Western drama—shake-
speare’s company had its problems. one was the 
competition of the boys’ companies, which per-
formed in the private theaters—small indoor the-
aters that charged higher admission and appealed to 
a more exclusive audience than the public theaters. 
in 1608, the King’s men acquired one of the private 
theaters, the Blackfriars, plus the services of two 
playwrights who wrote for it, the collaborators fran-
cis Beaumont and John fletcher. With their light, 
witty comedy and melodramatic tragicomedy, rep-
resented by such plays as The Knight of the Burning 
Pestle (1607), Philaster: Or, Love Lies A-Bleeding 

A fanciful depiction of a gathering of Shakespeare and some of 
his notable contemporaries, including Francis Beaumont (stand-
ing, third from left), John Fletcher (seated, with head on hand), 
Sir Francis Bacon (next to Fletcher, in hat), Ben Jonson (seated 
to right of Bacon), Shakespeare (center, in upholstered chair), Sir 
Walter Raleigh (standing to right of Shakespeare, in feathered hat), 
Shakespeare’s patron the third Earl of Southampton (standing to 
right of Raleigh and looking at Shakespeare), and Thomas Dekker 
(far right). (library of congress)

New Place, the Stratford home to which Shakespeare retired in 1613; 
the building was demolished in 1759. (library of congress)
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(c. 1609), and A King and No King (1611), Beaumont 
and fletcher introduced a new “cavalier” style into re-
naissance english drama that ultimately eclipsed even 
shakespeare’s popularity and perhaps hurried his retire-
ment. it is uncertain whether they or shakespeare in-
troduced tragicomedy, but Shakespeare’s final complete 
plays are in this fashionable new mode: Pericles, Prince 
of Tyre (c. 1607–1608), Cymbeline (c. 1609–1610), The 
Winter’s Tale (c. 1610–1611), and The Tempest (1611). 
after Beaumont married an heiress and stopped writing 
plays in 1612 or 1613, shakespeare collaborated with 
fletcher, and possibly others, on Henry VIII, The Two 
Noble Kinsmen, and Cardenio (now lost), all performed 
during 1612–1613.

By 1608, when his productivity dropped to one or 
two plays per year, shakespeare may have spent part 
of each year in stratford-upon-avon. in 1607, his elder 
daughter had married Dr. John Hall, the local physician, 
and in 1608, with the birth of their daughter, elizabeth, 
shakespeare became a grandfather. around 1613, he 
retired completely to stratford-upon-avon, though he 
also joined John Heminge, a partner in the King’s men, 
and William Johnson, the host of the mermaid tavern, 
in purchasing the gatehouse of the Blackfriars priory, 
probably for london visits. on february 10, 1616, 
his younger daughter, Judith, at the age of thirty-one, 

married thomas Quiney, a member of another promi-
nent stratford family. on march 25, 1616, shakespeare 
made out his last will and testament, leaving most of 
his estate to susanna, a substantial amount of money to 
Judith, and his “second best bed” to anne. He died on 
april 23, 1616, and was buried in Holy trinity church, 
stratford-upon-avon.

in 1623, shakespeare’s surviving partners in the 
King’s men, John Heminge and Henry condell, pub-
lished a collection of his plays now known as the first 
folio. the portrait included in the first folio depicts 
shakespeare with a short mustache, large, staring eyes, 
and an oval face accentuated by his high, balding fore-
head and the remaining hair that almost covers his ears. 
the bust erected above his grave is similar, except that 
he has a goatee and the balding has progressed further. 
the first folio portrait resembles a soulful intellectual, 
while the stratford bust suggests a prominent burgher.

Achievement and Influence
the two portraits of shakespeare portray the two parts 
of his nature. on the one hand, he possessed immense 
intellectual curiosity about the motives and actions of 
people. this curiosity, plus his facility with language, 
enabled him to write his masterpieces and to create 
characters who are better known than some important 
figures in world history. On the other hand, reflecting 
his middle-class background, shakespeare was himself 
motivated by strictly bourgeois instincts; he was more 
concerned with acquiring property and cementing his 
social position in stratford than he was with preserving 
his plays for posterity. if his partners had not published 
the first folio, there would be no shakespeare as he is 
known today: still acted and enjoyed, the most widely 
studied and translated writer, the greatest poet and dra-
matist in the english and perhaps any language.

Besides his ability to create a variety of unforgettable 
characters, there are at least two other qualities that ac-
count for shakespeare’s achievement. one of these is 
his love of play with language, ranging from the lowest 
pun to some of the world’s best poetry. His love of lan-
guage sometimes makes him difficult to read, particu-
larly for young students, but frequently the meaning be-
comes clear in a well-acted version. the second quality 
is his openness, his lack of any restrictive point of view, 
ideology, or morality. shakespeare was able to embrace, 
identify with, and depict an enormous range of human 
behavior, from the good to the bad to the indifferent. 

The hereditary coat of arms granted to Shakespeare’s father 
in 1596, possibly at his son’s behest. (library of congress)
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the capaciousness of his language and vision thus help 
account for the universality of his appeal.

shakespeare’s lack of commitment to any didactic 
point of view has often been deplored. yet he is not en-
tirely uncommitted; rather, he is committed to what is 
human. underlying his broad outlook is renaissance 
Humanism, a synthesis of christianity and classicism 
that is perhaps the best development of the Western 
mind and finds its best expression in his work. This 
same generous outlook was apparently expressed in 
shakespeare’s personality, which, like his bourgeois in-
stincts, defies the Romantic myth of the artist. He was 
often praised by his fellows, but friendly rival and fero-
cious satirist Ben Jonson said it best: “He was, indeed, 
honest, and of an open and free nature,” and “He was 
not of an age, but for all time.”

Harold Branam
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few dramatists can lay claim to the universal reputa-
tion achieved by William shakespeare. His plays have 
been translated into many languages and performed on 
amateur and professional stages throughout the world. 
Radio, television, and film versions of the plays in Eng-
lish, German, russian, french, and Japanese have been 
heard and seen by millions of people. the plays have 
been revived and reworked by many prominent produc-
ers and playwrights, and they have directly influenced 
the work of others. Novelists and dramatists such as 
charles Dickens, Bertolt Brecht, William faulkner, and 
tom stoppard, inspired by shakespeare’s plots, char-
acters, and poetry, have composed works that attempt 
to re-create the spirit and style of the originals and to 
interpret the plays in the light of their own ages. a large 
and flourishing Shakespeare industry exists in England, 
america, Japan, and Germany, giving evidence of the 
playwright’s popularity among scholars and laypersons 
alike.

A Playwright for All Time
evidence of the widespread and deep effect of shake-
speare’s plays on english and american culture can be 
found in the number of words and phrases from them 
that have become embedded in everyday usage: expres-
sions such as “star-crossed lovers” are used by speakers 
of english with no consciousness of their shakespear-
ean source. It is difficult to imagine what the land-
scape of the english language would be like without 
the mountain of neologisms and aphorisms contributed 
by the playwright. Writing at a time when english was 
quite pliable, shakespeare’s linguistic facility and po-
etic sense transformed english into a richly metaphoric 
tongue.

Working as a popular playwright, shakespeare was 
also instrumental in fusing the materials of native and 
classical drama in his work. Hamlet, with its revenge 
theme, its ghost, and its bombastic set speeches, ap-
pears to be a tragedy based on the style of the roman 
playwright Seneca, who lived in the first century A.D. 
yet the hero’s struggle with his conscience and his deep 
concern over the disposition of his soul reveal the play’s 
roots in the native soil of english miracle and mystery 
dramas, which grew out of christian rituals and de-
picted christian legends. the product of this fusion is a 

tragedy that compels spectators and readers to examine 
their own deepest emotions as they ponder the effects 
of treacherous murder on individuals and the state. ex-
cept for christopher marlowe, the predecessor to whom 
shakespeare owes a considerable debt, no other eliza-
bethan playwright was so successful in combining na-
tive and classical strains.

shakespearean characters, many of whom are hy-
brids, are so vividly realized that they seem to have 
achieved a life independent of the worlds they inhabit. 
Hamlet stands as the symbol of a man who, in the words 
of the famous actor sir laurence olivier, “could not 
make up his mind.” Hamlet’s name has become synony-
mous with excessive rationalizing and idealism. othel-
lo’s jealousy, lear’s madness, macbeth’s ambition, 
Romeo and Juliet’s star-crossed love, Shylock’s flinty 
heart—all of these psychic states and the characters 
who represent them have become familiar landmarks 
in Western culture. their lifelikeness can be attributed 
to shakespeare’s talent for creating the illusion of real-
ity in mannerisms and styles of speech. His use of the 
soliloquy is especially important in fashioning this illu-
sion; the characters are made to seem fully rounded hu-
man beings in the representation of their inner as well as 
outer nature. shakespeare’s keen ear for conversational 
rhythms and his ability to reproduce believable speech 
between figures of high and low social rank also con-
tribute to the liveliness of action and characters.

in addition, shakespeare excels in the art of grasp-
ing the essence of relationships between husbands and 
wives, lovers, parents and children, and friends. inno-
cence and youthful exuberance are aptly represented 
in the fatal love of romeo and Juliet; the destructive 
spirit of mature and intensely emotional love is caught 
in the affair between antony and cleopatra. other re-
lationships reveal the psychic control of one person by 
another (of macbeth by lady macbeth), the corrupt 
soul of a seducer (angelo in Measure for Measure), the 
twisted mind of a vengeful officer (Iago in Othello), and 
the warm fellowship of simple men (Bottom and his fol-
lowers in A Midsummer Night’s Dream). the range of 
emotional states manifested in shakespeare’s characters 
has never been equaled by succeeding dramatists.

these memorable characters have also been given 
memorable poetry to speak. in fact, one of the main 

The Dramatist
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strengths of shakespearean drama is its synthesis of 
action and poetry. While shakespeare’s poetic style is 
marked by the bombast and hyperbole that character-
ize much of elizabethan drama, it also has a richness 
and concreteness that make it memorable and quotable. 
one need think only of Hamlet’s “sea of troubles” or 
macbeth’s daggers “unmannerly breech’d with gore” 
to substantiate the imagistic power of shakespearean 
verse. such images are also worked into compelling 
patterns in the major plays, giving them greater struc-
tural unity than the plots alone provide. Disease imag-
ery in Hamlet, repeated references to blood in Macbeth, 
and allusions to myths of children devouring parents in 
King Lear represent only a few of the many instances 
of what has been called “reiterated imagery” in shake-
spearean drama. Wordplay, puns, songs, and a variety of 
verse forms, from blank verse to tetrameter couplets—
these features, too, contribute to the “movable feast” of 
shakespeare’s style.

in a more general sense, shakespeare’s achievement 
can be traced to the skill with which he used his me-
dium—the stage. He created certain characters to fit the 
abilities of certain actors, as the role of falstaff in the 
Henry IV and Henry V plays so vividly demonstrates. 

He made use of every facet of the physical stage—the 
trapdoor, the second level, the inner stage, the “heav-
ens”—to create special effects or illusions. He kept al-
ways before him the purpose of entertaining his audi-
ence, staying one step ahead of changes in taste among 
theatergoers. that both kings and tinkers were able to 
find in a Shakespearean play something to delight and 
instruct them is testimony to the wide appeal of the play-
wright. No doubt the universality of his themes and his 
deep understanding of human nature combined to make 
his plays so popular. these same strengths generate the 
magnetic power that brings large audiences into theaters 
to see the plays today.

Growth of the Dramatist
William shakespeare was born in stratford-upon-avon, 
england, probably on or near april 23, 1564. His father 
was John shakespeare, a glovemaker and later bailiff 
(or mayor) of the town; his mother was mary arden, the 
daughter of a well-to-do landowner in nearby Wilmcote. 
His parents had eight children; William was the oldest. 
although no records exist to prove the fact, shakespeare 
probably began attending a stratford grammar school at 
six or seven years of age. there, he studied latin gram-
mar, literature, rhetoric and logic for between eight and 
ten hours a day, six days a week. William lily’s largely 
latin text, A Short Introduction of Grammar (1527), was 
the staple of the course, but shakespeare also read ci-
cero, Plautus, terence, vergil, and ovid. many of these 
authors influenced the playwright’s later work; Ovid in 
particular was a favorite source of material, used in such 
plays as A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Romeo and 
Juliet. shakespeare probably knew very little of other 
languages, although he does exhibit an understanding 
of french in such plays as Henry V and All’s Well That 
Ends Well. (the sources for most, if not all, of the plays 
existed in english translations published during shake-
speare’s lifetime.)

 shakespeare may have left school around 1577, the 
year in which his father fell on hard times. legend says 
the young man worked as a butcher’s apprentice, but 
there is no proof to support this notion. His marriage 
to anne Hathaway of shottery took place in 1582; she 
was eight years his senior and pregnant at the time of 
the wedding. Whether shakespeare felt obliged to mar-
ry her or simply took pity on her unfortunate predica-
ment is yet another matter for speculation. Their first 
child, susanna, was born in may, 1583, and in 1585, 
twins named Hamnet and Judith were born to the young 

The Jansen Portrait of Shakespeare. (reprinted by permis-
sion of the folger shakespeare library)
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couple. (it is interesting to note that by 1670, the last of 
susanna’s descendants died, thereby ending the shake-
speare family line.)

there is no evidence concerning shakespeare’s ac-
tivities between 1585 and 1592. legend asserts that he 
was forced to leave stratford in order to escape pun-
ishment for poaching deer on the estate of sir thomas 
lucy, one of stratford’s leading citizens. another popu-
lar story has shakespeare taking a position as school-
master at the grammar school, where he supposedly 
improved his latin. None of these accounts can be sub-
stantiated by fact, yet they continue to seduce modern 
readers and playgoers. one intriguing suggestion is that 
shakespeare joined a troupe of professional actors that 
was passing through stratford in 1587. this company, 
called the Queen’s men, may have been in need of a new 
performer, since one of their members, William Knell, 
had been murdered in a brawl with a fellow actor.

Shakespeare and the London Stage
in 1592, robert Greene, a playwright and pamphleteer, 
attested shakespeare’s presence in london in a sneering 
remark about the young upstart whose “tiger’s heart [is] 
wrapt in a player’s hide.” this reference is a parody of a 
line from one of shakespeare’s earliest plays, Henry VI, 
Part III. Greene’s “shake-scene in a country” is clearly 
Shakespeare, who by this date was identifiable as both 
an actor and a playwright. Greene’s remark also implies 
that the uneducated upstart had probably served an ap-
prenticeship of a few years revising old plays, a practice 
that was common in this period. By 1594, shakespeare 
had become a member of the lord chamberlain’s men, 
who were then performing at the theatre in shoreditch, 
to the north of the city. He continued as a member of 
this essentially stable company, which constructed the 
Globe theatre in 1599 and, in 1603, became the King’s 
men, until he retired from the stage in 1611 or 1612. in 
part because of the popularity of shakespeare’s plays 
and in part because of the strong support of elizabeth 
and James I, the company achieved considerable finan-
cial success. shakespeare shared in that success by ac-
quiring a one-tenth interest in the corporation. By 1596, 
he was able to purchase a coat of arms for his father, and 
in the next year, he acquired the second-best house in 
stratford. this degree of prominence and success was 
unusual for someone in a profession that was not high-
ly regarded in renaissance england. robert Greene, 
shakespeare’s harsh critic, died a pauper, a condition 
that was typical of many elizabethan playwrights.

actors and playwrights were in fact regarded as en-
tertainers whose companions were bearbaiters, clowns, 
and jugglers. Confirmation of this fact comes from 
evidence that some public theaters were used both for 
plays and for bearbaiting and bullbaiting. after 1590, 
moreover, the playhouses had to be constructed in the 
Bankside district, across the thames from london prop-
er. city fathers afraid of plague and opposed to public 
entertainments felt that the Bankside, notorious for its 
boisterous inns and houses of prostitution, was the fitting 
locale for “playing” of all kinds. indeed, theatrical pro-
ductions were not regarded as high art; when plays were 
published, by the company or by individual actors, ap-
parently no effort was made to correct or improve them. 
as has already been pointed out, shakespeare himself 
never corrected or took to the printer any of the plays 
attributed to him. Poetry was valued as true literature, 
and there is considerable evidence that shakespeare 
hoped to become a recognized and respected poet like 
sir Philip sidney or edmund spenser. His poems of the 
early 1590’s (Venus and Adonis and The Rape of Luc-
rece) were immensely popular. still, shakespeare chose 
to become a public entertainer, a role that he played with 
convincing brilliance.

the company to which this best of the entertainers 
belonged was relatively small—fifteen or twenty play-
ers at most. the actors were generally well known to 
the audience, and their particular talents were exploited 
by the playwrights. richard Burbage, the manager of 
shakespeare’s company for many years, was renowned 
for his skill in acting tragic parts, while William Kemp 
and robert armin were praised for their talents as comic 
actors. shakespeare composed his plays with these ac-
tors in mind, a fact borne out by the many comedies 
featuring fat, drunken men such as sir John falstaff (of 
the Henry IV and Henry V plays) and sir toby Belch 
(of Twelfth Night). shakespeare could not compose his 
works for an ideal company; he suited his style to the 
available talent.

since his company was underwritten to some degree 
by the government, shakespeare and his fellows were 
often called upon to perform at court: thirty-two times 
during elizabeth’s reign and 177 times under James i. 
the king and queen did not venture to the theatre or the 
Globe to mingle with the lower classes, depending in-
stead on the actors to bring their wares to them. Macbeth 
was written as a direct compliment to James i: Banquo, 
the brave general treacherously murdered by the villain-
ous hero, was one of James’s ancestors. shakespeare 
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had to change the facts of history to pay the compliment, 
but the aim of pleasing his and the company’s benefac-
tor justified the change.

there were no women actors on shakespeare’s stage; 
they made their appearance when charles ii returned to 
the throne in 1660. young boys (eleven to fourteen years 
old) played the female parts, and shakespeare manipu-
lated this convention with considerable success in his 
comedies, where disguises created delightful complica-
tions and aided him in overcoming the problem of cos-
tuming. the lady-disguised-as-page device is worked 
with particular effect in such plays as As You Like It, 
Twelfth Night, and Cymbeline.

since there were few actors and sometimes many 
parts, members of the company were required to double 
(and sometimes triple) their roles. the effect of this re-
quirement becomes evident when one notes that certain 
principal characters do not appear in consecutive scenes. 
one should likewise remember that performance on the 
elizabethan stage was continuous; there was no falling 
curtain or set change to interrupt the action. No scen-
ery to speak of was employed, although signs may have 
been used to designate cities or countries and branches 
may have been tied around pillars to signify trees. the 
absence of scenery allowed for a peculiar imaginative 

effect. a place on the stage that had been a throne room 
could within a few seconds become a hovel hiding its 
inhabitants from a fierce storm. Shakespeare and his 
contemporaries could thereby demonstrate the slippery 
course of fortune, whose wheel, onstage and in real 
life, might turn at any moment to transform kings into 
beggars.

the apronlike stage jutted out into an area called “the 
pit,” where the “groundlings,” or those who paid the low-
est admission fee (a penny), could stand to watch heroes 
perform great deeds. the octagon-shaped building had 
benches on the two levels above the pit for customers 
willing to pay for the privilege of sitting. although esti-
mates vary, it is now generally believed that the Globe 
could accommodate approximately twenty-five hundred 
people. the design of the stage probably evolved from 
the model of innyards, where the traveling companies of 
actors performed before they took up residence in lon-
don in the 1570’s. on either side of the stage were two 
doors for entrances and exits and, at the back, some kind 
of inner stage behind which actors could hide and be 
discovered at the right moment. a trapdoor was located 
in the middle of the apron stage, while above it was a 
cupola-like structure that housed a pulley and chair. 
this chair could be lowered to the stage level when a 

deus ex machina (literally, a “god 
from a machine”) was required 
to resolve the action. this small 
house also contained devices for 
making sound effects and may 
have been the place from which 
the musicians, so much a part 
of elizabethan drama, sent forth 
their special harmonies. the little 
house was called “the heavens” 
(stars may have been painted on 
its underside), while the trapdoor 
was often referred to as “hell.” 
for shakespeare’s Globe audi-
ence, then, the stage was a world 
in which the great figures of his-
tory and imagination were repre-
sented doing and speaking mo-
mentous things.

in 1608, the King’s men pur-
chased an indoor theater, the 
Blackfriars, which meant that 
the company could perform year-
round. this theater was located 

A roughly contemporary view of Shakespeare’s London, by Wenceslaus Hollar (1647), 
looking north across the Thames from Southwark. The Globe Theatre is in the center; the 
flag indicates a performance day. (reprinted by permission of the folger shakespeare 
library)
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within the city proper, which meant that a somewhat 
more sophisticated audience attended the plays. seating 
capacity was approximately seven hundred; there was 
no pit to stand in, and there is some evidence that the 
stage machinery was more elaborate than the equipment 
at the Globe. some historians therefore argue that the 
plays written after 1608—Cymbeline, Pericles, Prince 
of Tyre, The Winter’s Tale, The Tempest—were com-
posed especially for performance at the Blackfriars. 
these tragicomedies or romances teem with special ef-
fects and supernatural characters, and this emphasis on 
spectacle differentiates them from shakespeare’s earlier 
comedies. While such a theory is attractive, at least a 
few of these plays were also performed at the suppos-
edly “primitive” Globe.

By 1608, shakespeare had achieved the fame and 
recognition for which he had no doubt hoped. He was 
in a position to reduce his output to one or two plays 
per year, a schedule that probably allowed him to spend 
more time in stratford with his family. in 1611, he left 
london for stratford, returning from time to time to see 
plays performed at both theaters and possibly to engage 
in collaborative efforts with new playwrights such as 
John fletcher. His last play, Henry VIII, was a collabo-
ration with fletcher; it was produced on June 29, 1613, 
a fateful day for the Globe. a spark from one of the can-
non shot off during the performance set the thatched 
roof on fire and burned the building to the ground.

from 1613 until his death in 1616, shakespeare led 
the life of a prosperous citizen in his native town. No 
doubt the happiest moment of this period came with the 
marriage of his daughter Judith in 1616. one of the per-
sistent legends about the cause of the playwright’s death 
is that he celebrated too vigorously at the reception with 
his friends Ben Jonson and michael Drayton and con-
tracted a fatal fever. Whatever the cause, shakespeare 
died on april 23, 1616, and was buried in Holy trinity 
church. His epitaph gives no hint of the poetic strength 
that marked his plays, but it does express a concern 
common among men of his age:

Good friend for Jesus sake forbear
To dig the dust enclosed here.
Blessed be the man that spares these stones
And cursed be he that moves my bones.

The History Plays
William shakespeare began his career as a playwright by 
experimenting with plays in the three genres—comedy, 

history, and tragedy—that he would perfect as his ca-
reer matured. the genre that dominated his attention 
throughout his early career, however, was history. inter-
est in the subject as proper stuff for drama was no doubt 
aroused by england’s startling victory over spain’s 
vaunted navy, the armada, in 1588. this victory fed the 
growing popular desire to see depictions of the critical 
intrigues and battles that had shaped england’s destiny 
as the foremost Protestant power in europe.

this position of power had been buttressed by the 
shrewd and ambitious elizabeth i, england’s “virgin 
Queen,” who, in the popular view, was the flower of the 
tudor line. many critics believe that shakespeare com-
posed the histories to trace the course of destiny that had 
led to the emergence of the tudors as england’s greatest 
kings and queens. the strength of character and patriotic 
spirit exhibited by elizabeth seem to be foreshadowed 
by the personality of Henry v, the lancastrian monarch 
who was instrumental in building an english empire in 
france. since the tudors traced their line back to the 
Lancastrians, it was an easy step for Shakespeare to flat-
ter his monarch and please his audiences with national-
istic spectacles that reinforced the belief that england 
was a promised land.

Whatever his reasons for composing the history 
plays, shakespeare certainly must be seen as an innova-
tor of the form, for which there was no model in classi-
cal or medieval drama. undoubtedly, he learned much 
from his immediate predecessors, however—most nota-
bly from christopher marlowe, whose edward ii (pr. c. 
1592) treated the subject of a weak king nearly destroy-
ing the kingdom through his selfish and indulgent be-
havior. from marlowe, shakespeare also inherited the 
idea that the purpose of the history play was to vivify 
the moral dilemmas of power politics and to apply those 
lessons to contemporary government. such lessons were 
heeded by contemporaries, as is amply illustrated by 
elizabeth’s remark upon reading about the life of one of 
her predecessors: “i am richard ii.”

shakespeare’s contribution to the history-play genre 
is represented by two tetralogies (that is, two series of 
four plays), each covering a period of english history. 
He wrote two other plays dealing with english kings, 
King John and Henry VIII, but they are not specifically 
connected to the tetralogies in theme or structure. Ed-
ward III, written sometime between 1589 and 1595, is, 
on the other hand, closely related to the second tetral-
ogy in theme, structure, and history. Edward III is the 
grandfather of richard ii, and his victories in france 
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are repeated by Henry v. muriel Bradbrook has pointed 
out the structural similarities between Edward III and 
Henry V. like the second tetralogy as a whole, Edward 
III deals with the education of the prince. King edward, 
like Prince Hal, at first neglects his duties and endangers 
the realm by placing personal pleasure above his coun-
try’s needs. the countess of salisbury begins his educa-
tion in responsibility, and Queen Philippa completes the 
process by teaching him compassion. By the end of the 
play edward has become what shakespeare calls Henry 
V, “the mirror of all christian kings.”

The first tetralogy concerns the period from the 
death of Henry V in 1422 to the death of richard iii 
at the Battle of Bosworth field in 1485. although he 

probably began this ambitious project in 1588, shake-
speare apparently did not compose the plays accord-
ing to a strict chronological schedule. Henry VI, Part 
I is generally considered to have been written after the 
second and third parts of the Henry story; it may also 
have been a revision of another play. using details from 
raphael Holinshed’s Chronicles of England, Scotland, 
and Ireland (1577) and edward Hall’s The Union of 
the Two Noble and Illustre Families of Lancaster and 
York (1548)—his chief chronicle sources for the plays 
in both tetralogies—shakespeare created in Henry VI, 
Part I an episodic story of the adventures of lord tal-
bot, the patriotic soldier who fought bravely to retain 
england’s empire in france. talbot fails and is defeated 
primarily because of a combination of intrigues by men 
such as the Bishop of Winchester and the indecisiveness 
of young King Henry vi. Here, as in the other history 
plays, england appears as the central victim of these hu-
man actions, betrayed and abandoned by men attempt-
ing to satisfy personal desires at the expense of the king-
dom. the characters are generally two-dimensional, and 
their speeches reveal the excesses of senecan bombast 
and hyperbole. although a few of the scenes involving 
talbot and Joan of arc—as well as talbot’s death scene, 
in which his demise is made more painful by his having 
to witness a procession bearing his son’s corpse—as-
pire to the level of high drama, the play’s characters lack 
psychological depth, and the plot fails to demonstrate 
the unity of design that would mark shakespeare’s later 
history plays. Joan’s nature as a strumpet-witch signals 
the role of other women characters in this tetralogy; 
margaret, who will become england’s queen, helps to 
solidify the victory that Joan cleverly achieves at the 
close of Henry VI, Part I. Henry v’s french empire is in 
ruins and england’s very soul seems threatened.

Henry VI, Part II represents that threat in the form of 
what might be called “civil-war clouds.” the play fo-
cuses on the further degeneration of rule under Henry, 
whose ill-considered marriage to the french margaret 
precipitates a power struggle involving the two houses 
of york and lancaster. By eliminating wise Duke Hum-
phrey as the chief protector of the king, margaret in ef-
fect seizes control of the throne. in the meantime, how-
ever, a rebellion is broached by Jack cade, the leader of 
a group of anarchist commoners. this rebellion lends 
occasion for action and spectacle of the kind that is lack-
ing in Henry VI, Part I; it also teaches a favorite shake-
spearean lesson: the kingdom’s “children” cannot be 
expected to behave when their “parents” do not. scenes 

Part of an early seventeenth century panoramic view of 
London, looking north from the South Bank of the Thames, 
with the bear-baiting garden visible in the foreground. Many 
of the structures shown, including the original St. Paul’s Ca-
thedral, were destroyed in the Great Fire of 1666. (reprinted 
by permission of the folger shakespeare library)
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involving witchcraft, a false miracle, and single combat 
seem to prove that the country is reverting to a primi-
tive, chaotic state. Though the uprising is finally put 
down, it provides the excuse for richard, Duke of york, 
and his ambitious sons to seize power. york precipitates 
a vengeful struggle with young clifford by killing his 
father; in response, clifford murders york’s youngest 
son, the earl of rutland. these murders introduce the 
theme of familial destruction, of fathers killing sons and 
sons killing fathers, which culminates in the brutal as-
sassination of Prince edward.

as Henry VI, Part III begins, england’s hopes for a 
strong successor to weak King Henry are dashed on the 
rocks of ambition and civil war. When Henry himself 
is murdered, one witnesses the birth of one of shake-
speare’s most fascinating villain-heroes, richard, Duke 
of Gloucester. although richard’s brother edward be-
comes king and restores an uneasy peace, shakespeare 
makes it clear that richard will emerge as the politi-
cal force of the future. richard’s driving ambition also 
appears to characterize the yorkist cause, which, by 
contrast with the lancastrian, can be described as self-
destructive on the biblical model of the cain and abel 
story. While one is made to see Richard’s wolfish dispo-
sition, however, shakespeare also gives him a superior 
intellect and wit which help to attract one’s attention and 
interest. Displaying touches of the irony and cruelty that 
will mark his behavior in Richard III, richard declares 
at the close of Henry VI, Part III: “see how my sword 
weeps for the poor king’s death.”

in order to present richard as an arch-villain, shake-
speare was obliged to follow a description of him that 
was based on a strongly prejudiced biographical portrait 
written by sir thomas more. more painted richard as 
a hunchback with fangs, a beast so cruel that he did not 
flinch at the prospect of murdering the young princ-
es. to more—and to shakespeare—richard must be 
viewed as another Herod; the imagery of the play also 
regularly compares him to a boar or hedgehog, beasts 
that know no restraint. Despite these repulsive features, 
richard proves to be a consummate actor, outwitting 
and outperforming those whom he regards as victims. 
the most theatrical scene in the play is his wooing of 
the lady anne, who is drawn to him despite the knowl-
edge that he has killed her husband (Prince edward) and 
father-in-law, whose corpse she is in the process of ac-
companying to its grave. many of the audacious wooing 
tricks used in this scene suggest that one of the sources 

for richard’s character is the Vice figure from medieval 
drama.

Richard III documents the breakneck pace and 
mounting viciousness of richard’s course to the throne. 
(steeplechase imagery recurs throughout, culminating 
in the picture of richard as an unseated rider trying 
desperately to find a mount.) He arranges for the mur-
der of his brother clarence, turns on former supporters 
such as Hastings and Buckingham, whom he seemed 
to be grooming for office, and eventually destroys the 
innocent princes standing in his path. this latter act of 
barbarism qualifies as a turning point, since Richard’s 
victories, which have been numerous and easily won, 
now begin to evaporate at almost the same rate of speed. 
While richard moves with freedom and abandon from 
one bloody deed to another, he is hounded by the former 
Queen margaret, who delivers curses and prophecies 
against him in the hope of satisfying her vengeful de-
sires. she plays the role of a senecan fury, even though 
her words prove feeble against her machiavellian foe. 
Retribution finally comes, however, in the character of 
the lancastrian earl of richmond, who defeats richard 
at Bosworth field. on the eve of the battle, richard’s 
victims visit his sleep to announce his fall, and for the 

Elizabeth I in a gem-encrusted ceremonial costume.  
(library of congress)
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first time in the play, he experiences a twinge of con-
science. unable to respond by confessing and asking 
forgiveness, Richard fights fiercely, dying like a wound-
ed animal that is finally cornered. With Richmond’s 
marriage to elizabeth york, the Wars of the roses end, 
and england looks forward to a prosperous and peace-
ful future under Henry richmond, founder of the tudor 
line.

Whether shakespeare wrote King John in the period 
between the first and second tetralogies is not known, 
but there is considerable support for the theory that he 
did. in the play, he depicts the career of a monarch who 
reigned into the thirteenth century and who defied papal 
authority, behavior that made him into something of a 
Protestant hero for elizabethans. shakespeare’s John, 
however, lacks both the dynamism and the charisma of 
Henry v; he is also guilty of usurping the throne and 
arranging for the death of the true heir, arthur. this 
clouded picture complicates the action and transforms 
John into a man plagued by guilt. Despite his desire 
to strengthen england and challenge the supremacy of 
rome, John does not achieve either the dimensions of a 
tragic hero or the sinister quality of a consummate vil-
lain; indeed, his death seems anticlimactic. the stron-
gest personality in the play belongs to faulconbridge the 
Bastard, whose satiric commentary on the king’s ma-
neuvering gives way to patriotic speeches at the close. 
faulconbridge speaks out for anglo-saxon pride in the 
face of foreign challenge, but he has also played the part 
of satirist-onstage throughout much of the action. some-
thing of the same complexity of character will be seen 
in Prince Hal, the model fighter and king of the second 
tetralogy. in King John, shakespeare managed only this 
one touch of brilliant characterization in an otherwise 
uninteresting and poorly constructed play. He may have 
been attempting an adaptation of an earlier chronicle 
drama.

shakespeare began writing the second tetralogy, 
which covers the historical period from 1398 to 1422, 
in 1595. The first play in this group was Richard II, a 
drama which, like the Henry VI series, recounts the fol-
lies of a weak king and the consequences of these ac-
tions for england. unlike Henry, however, richard is a 
personage with tragic potential; he speaks the language 
of a poet and possesses a self-dramatizing talent. rich-
ard invites his fall—the fall of princes, or de casibus 
virorum illustrium, being a favorite elizabethan topic 
that was well represented in the popular A Mirror for 
Magistrates (first published under Elizabeth I in 1559, 

although printed earlier under Queen mary)—by seiz-
ing the land of the deceased John of Gaunt to pay for 
his war preparations against ireland. this dubious act 
brings Henry Bolingbroke, Gaunt’s son, rushing back 
from france, where he had been exiled by richard, for a 
confrontation with the king. the result of their meeting 
is richard’s sudden deposition—he gives up the crown 
almost before he is asked for it—and eventual death, 
which is so movingly rendered that many critics have 
been led to describe this as a tragedy rather than a politi-
cal play. such a reading must overlook the self-pitying 
quality in richard; his actions rarely correspond to the 
quality of his speech. yet there has been little disagree-
ment about shakespeare’s achievement in advancing the 
history-play form by forging a world in which two per-
sonalities, one vacillating, the other resourceful, oppose 
each other in open conflict. Richard II likewise qualifies 
as the first play in which Shakespeare realizes the theme 
of the fall by means of repeated images comparing eng-
land to a garden. richard, the gardener-king, has failed 
to attend to pruning; rebels, like choking weeds, grow 
tall and threaten to blot out the sun. Because Boling-
broke usurps the crown and later arranges for richard’s 
death, however, he is guilty of watering the garden with 
the blood of england’s rightful—if foolish—ruler. the 
result must inevitably be civil war, which is stirringly 
prophesied by the Bishop of carlisle as the play draws to 
a close: “the blood of english shall manure the ground,/ 
and future ages groan for this foul act.”

the civil strife that carlisle predicted escalates in 
Henry IV, Part i. Bolingbroke, now King Henry iv, is 
planning a crusade in the midst of a serious battle in-
volving rebels in the north and west of Britain. this 
obliviousness to responsibility is clearly motivated by 
Henry’s guilt over the seizing of the crown and rich-
ard’s murder. it will take the courage and ingenuity of 
his son, Prince Hal, the future Henry v, to save england 
and to restore the order of succession that shakespeare 
and his contemporaries saw as the only guarantee of 
peaceful rule. thus, Henry IV, Part i is really a study 
of the rise of Hal, who in the opening of the play ap-
pears to be a carefree time waster, content with drinking, 
gambling, and carousing with a motley group of thieves 
and braggarts led by the infamous coward sir John fal-
staff. using a kind of aristotelian mode of characteriza-
tion, shakespeare reveals Hal as a balanced hero who 
possesses the wit and humanity of falstaff, without the 
debilitating drunkenness and ego, and the physical cour-
age and ambition of Henry Hotspur, the son of the earl 
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of Northumberland and chief rebel, without his destruc-
tive choler and impatience.

the plot of Henry IV, Part I advances by means of 
comparison and contrast of the court, tavern, and rebel 
worlds, all of which are shown to be in states of disor-
der. Hal leaves the tavern world at the end of the sec-
ond act with an explicit rejection of Falstaff’s fleshly 
indulgence; he rejoins his true father and leads the army 
in battle against the rebels, who are unable to organize 
the english, Welsh, and scottish factions of which they 
are formed. they seem to be leaderless—and “father-
less.” above all, Hal proves capable of surprising both 
his own family and the rebels, using his reputation as a 
madcap to fullest advantage until he is ready to throw 
off his disguise and defeat the bold but foolish Hotspur 
at shrewsbury. this emergence is nicely depicted in im-
agery associated by Hal himself with the sun (punning 
on “son”) breaking through the clouds when least sus-
pected. falstaff demonstrates consistency of character 
in the battle by feigning death; even though Hal allows 
his old friend to claim the prize of Hotspur’s body, one 
can see the utter bankruptcy of the Falstaffian philoso-
phy of self-preservation.

in Henry IV, Part II, the struggle against the rebels 
continues. Northumberland, who failed to appear for the 
Battle of shrewsbury because of illness, proves unable 
to call up the spirit of courage demonstrated by his dead 
son. Glendower, too, seems to fade quickly from the pic-
ture, like a dying patient. the main portion of the drama 
concerns what appears to be a replay of Prince Hal’s ref-
ormation. apparently shakespeare meant to depict Hal’s 
acquisition of honor and valor at the close of Henry IV, 
Part I, while Part II traces his education in the virtues 
of justice and rule. falstaff is again the humorous but 
negative example, although he lacks the robustness in 
sin that marked his character in Part I. the positive ex-
ample or model is the lord chief Justice, whose sobri-
ety and sense of responsibility eventually attract Hal to 
his side. as in Part I, shakespeare adopts the structure 
of a medieval morality play to depict the rejection of the 
“bad” angel (or false father) and the embracing of the 
“good” one (or spiritual father) by the hero. the banish-
ment of falstaff and his corrupt code takes place during 
the coronation procession. it is a particularly poignant 
moment—to which many critics object, since Hal’s 
harshness seems so uncharacteristic and overdone—but 
this scene is well prepared for by Hal’s promise, at the 
end of act 2 in Part i, that he would renounce the world 
and the flesh at the proper time. The example of Hal’s 

father, whose crown Hal rashly takes from his pillow 
before his death, demonstrates that for the king there can 
be no escape from care, no freedom to enjoy the fruits 
of life. With the lord chief Justice at his side, Hal pre-
pares to enter the almost monklike role that the kingship 
requires him to play.

It is this strong and isolated figure that dominates 
Henry V, the play that may have been written for the 
opening of the Globe theatre. (until 1599, shake-
speare’s company performed at a theater located north 
of the river in shoreditch.) appropriately enough, the 
chorus speaker who opens the play asks if “this wooden 
O” can “hold the vasty fields of France.” the scene of 
much of the epic and episodic action. Hal shows himself 
to be an astute politician—he outwits and traps the reb-
els scroop, cambridge, and Grey—and a heroic leader 
of men in the battle scenes. His rejection of falstaff, 
whose death is recounted here in tragicomic fashion by 
mistress Quickly, has transformed Hal’s character into 
something cold and unattractive. there is little or no hu-
mor in the play. yet when Hal moves among his troops 
on the eve of the Battle of agincourt, he reveals a depth 
of understanding and compassion that helps to humanize 
his character. His speeches are masterpieces of political 
rhetoric, even though Pistol, the braggart soldier, tries to 
parody them. “once more into the breach, dear friends, 
once more …” introduces one of the best-known pre-
battle scenes in the language.

With the defeat of the french at agincourt, Hal wins 
an empire for england, strengthening the kingdom that 
had been so sorely threatened by the weakness of rich-
ard ii. Both tetralogies depict in sharp outline the pattern 
of suffering and destruction that results from ineffec-
tive leadership. in Henry VIi and Henry V, one sees the 
promise of peace and empire realized through the force 
of their strong, patriotic identities. at the close of Henry 
V, the hero’s wooing of Katherine of france, with its 
comic touches resulting from her inability to speak eng-
lish, promises a wedding that will take place in a new 
garden from which it is hoped man will not again fall. 
the lesson for the audience seems to be that under eliz-
abeth, the last tudor monarch, england has achieved 
stability and glory, and that this role of european power 
was foreshadowed by the victories of these earlier he-
roes. another clear lesson is that england cannot afford 
another civil war; some capable and clearly designated 
successor to elizabeth must be chosen.

shakespeare’s last drama dealing with english his-
tory is Henry VIII, which is normally classed with 
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romances such as The Tempest and Cymbeline. it fea-
tures none of the military battles typical of earlier histo-
ry plays, turning instead for its material to the intrigues 
of Henry’s court. the play traces the falls of three fa-
mous personages, the Duke of Buckingham, Katherine 
of aragon, and cardinal Wolsey. Both Buckingham and 
Queen Katherine are innocent victims of fortune, while 
Wolsey proves to be an ambitious man whose scheming 
is justly punished. Henry seems blind and self-satisfied 
through much of the play, which is dominated by pag-
eantry and spectacle, but in his judgment against Wol-
sey and his salvation of cranmer, he emerges as some-
thing of a force for divine justice. the plot ends with the 
christening of elizabeth and a prophecy about england’s 
glorious future under her reign. shakespeare’s audience 
knew, however, that those atop fortune’s wheel at the 
close—cranmer and anne Bullen, in particular—would 
soon be brought down like the others. this last of shake-
speare’s english history plays, then, sounds a patriotic 
but also an ironic note.

The Comedies
of the plays that are wholly or partly attributed to shake-
speare, nearly half have been classified as comedies. In 
addition, many scenes in plays such as Henry IV, Part I 
and Romeo and Juliet feature comic characters and situ-
ations. Even in the major tragedies, one finds scenes of 
comic relief: the Porter scene in Macbeth, the encoun-
ters between the fool and lear in King lear, Hamlet’s 
inventive punning and lugubrious satire. there can be 
little doubt that shakespeare enjoyed creating comic 
situations and characters and that audiences came to ex-
pect such fare on a regular basis from the playwright.

In his first attempt in the form, the Comedy of Er-
rors, shakespeare turned to a source—Plautus, the ro-
man playwright—with which he would have become 
familiar at stratford’s grammar school. Based on Plau-
tus’ Menaechmi (second century B.c.), the comedy 
depicts the misadventures of twins who, after several 
incidents involving mistaken identity, finally meet and 
are reunited. the twin brothers are attended by twin ser-
vants, compounding the possibilities for humor grow-
ing out of mistaken identity. considerable buffoonery 
and slapstick characterize the main action involving the 
twins—both named antipholus—and their servants. in 
one hilarious scene, antipholus of ephesus is turned 
away from his own house by a wife who believes he 
is an impostor. this somewhat frivolous mood is tem-
pered by the presence of the twins’ father in the opening 

and closing scenes. at the play’s opening, egeon is sen-
tenced to death by the Duke of ephesus; the sentence 
will be carried out unless someone can pay a ransom 
set at one thousand marks. egeon believes that his wife 
and sons are dead, which casts him deep into the pit of 
despair. By the play’s close, egeon has been saved from 
the duke’s sentence and has been reunited with his wife, 
who has spent the many years of their separation as an 
abbess. this happy scene of reunion and regeneration 
strikes a note that will come to typify the resolutions 
of later shakespearean comedy. Providence appears to 
smile on those who suffer yet remain true to the prin-
ciple of family.

shakespeare also unites the act of unmasking with 
the concept of winning a new life in the fifth act of the 
comedy of errors. Both antipholus of syracuse, who 
in marrying luciana is transformed into a “new man,” 

Shakespeare’s patron, the Earl of Southampton, in a portait 
painted sometime after 1620. (reprinted by permission of 
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and Dromio of Ephesus, who is freed to find a new life, 
acquire new identities at the conclusion. the characters 
are, however, largely interchangeable and lacking in in-
dividualizing traits. types rather than full-blown human 
beings people the world of the play, thus underscoring 
the theme of supposing or masking. shakespeare offers 
a gallery of familiar figures—young lovers, a pedantic 
doctor, a kitchen maid, merchants, and a courtesan—all 
of whom are identified by external traits. They are com-
ic because they behave in predictably mechanical ways. 
Dr. Pinch, the mountebank based on Plautus’ medicus 
type, is a good example of this puppetlike caricaturing. 
the verse is designed to suit the speaker and occasion, 
but it also reveals shakespeare’s range of styles; blank 
verse, prose, rhymed stanzas, and alternating rhymed 
lines can be found throughout the play. This first effort 
in dramatic comedy was an experiment using numerous 
Plautine elements, but it also reveals, in the characters 
egeon and emilia, the playwright’s talent for humaniz-
ing even the most typical of characters and for creating 
life and vigor in stock situations.

in The Taming of the Shrew, shakespeare turned to 
another favorite source for the theme of transformation: 
ovid’s Metamorphoses. He had already used this col-
lection for his erotic poems Venus and Adonis and The 
Rape of Lucrece; now he plundered it for stories about 
pairs of lovers and the changes effected in their natures 
by the power of love. in The Taming of the Shrew, he was 
also improving upon an earlier play which dealt with the 
theme of taming as a means of modifying human be-
havior. Petruchio changes Kate’s conduct by regularly 
praising her “pleasant, gamesome” nature; by the end of 
the play, she has been tamed into behaving like a dutiful 
wife. (Her sister Bianca, on the other hand, has many 
suitors, but her father will not allow Bianca to marry 
until Kate has found a husband.) the process of taming 
sometimes involves rough and boisterous treatment—
Petruchio withholds food from his pupil, for example—
as well as feigned madness: Petruchio whisks his bride 
away from the wedding site as if she were a damsel in 
distress and he were playing the role of her rescuer. in 
the end, Kate turns out to be more pliant than her sister, 
suggesting that an ideal wife, like a bird trained for the 
hunt, must be instructed in the rules of the game.

shakespeare reinforces the theme of transforma-
tion by fashioning a subplot featuring a drunken tinker 
named christopher sly, who believes he has been made 
into a lord during a ruse performed by a fun-loving 
noble and his fellows. the sly episode is not resolved, 

since this interlude ends with the play’s first scene, yet 
by employing this framing device, shakespeare invites 
a comparison between Kate and sly, both of whom are 
urged to be “better” than they thought they were.

The Two Gentlemen of Verona takes a comic tack that 
depends less on supposing than on actual disguise. em-
ploying a device he would later perfect in As You Like 
It and Twelfth Night, shakespeare put his heroine Julia 
in a page’s outfit in order to woo her beloved Proteus. 
the main theme of the comedy is the rocky nature of 
love as revealed in male friendship and romantic con-
test. Valentine, Proteus’ friend, finds him to be fickle and 
untrue to the courtly code when Proteus tries to force his 
affections on silvia, valentine’s love. although Proteus 
deserves worse punishment than he receives, he is al-
lowed to find in Julia the true source of the romantic 
love which he has been seeking throughout the play. 
these pairs of lovers and their clownish servants, who 
engage in frequent bouts of punning and of horseplay, 
perform their rituals—anatomizing lovers, trusting false 
companions—in a forest world that seems to work its 
magic on them by bringing about a happy ending. as 
in the other festive comedies, The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona concludes with multiple marriages and a mood 
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